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Mark Twain Young Writer Childhood
Mark Twain visited Vermont virtually Saturday, full of the writer’s legendary wit and unique insight into the human condition. Of course, Twain was Broadway and television actor Ron Crawford — ...
Theater Review: Reliving the wit and wisdom of Mark Twain
In the last year of his life, Ulysses S. Grant wrote one of the most impressive memoirs ever created by any former commander in chief — it was an achievement fostered by his friendship with author ...
Unexpected friendship between Mark Twain, Ulysses S. Grant led to a tradition of presidential memoirs
A hint of the young Twain’s emerging wit during ... with 34 years of the author’s life still to organize and annotate, the Mark Twain Project shows about as much evidence of slowing down ...
Keeping Up with Mark Twain
A young woman appeared ... (or self-improvised) journalist Mark Twain—he took the pseudonym in 1863—fully surrendered to the writing life and began to perfect the hot, lean, audacious ...
Mark Twain in Love
Hirst, the editors of Mark Twain’s Early Tales and Sketches, the significance of this juvenilia extends beyond its topicality, illustrating the writer’s “constitutional ... defined career path ...
Mark Twain among the Indians and Other Indigenous Peoples
While I struggled with the denouncement of books like ‘The Jungle Book’ and ‘Little House on the Prairie,’ I also found myself experiencing an awakening.
I’m A Black Mother And Educator. Here’s Why I Let My Kids Read Racist Books
Or an avatar of toxic masculinity? Gertrude Stein taught him about writing. Yet, in his work, he made homophobic references to “fairies.” He wrote with empathy of women dying in childbirth, while ...
Hemingway: Brilliant writer or avatar of toxic masculinity?
A review of Mark Twain: Collected Tales ... The Library of America, $35 each; boxed set $70 reviewed by James W. Tuttleton Late in life, responding to the adolescent Stark Young, Henry James made out ...
Twain’s brevities
This was filmed locally by Zoe Toffaleti, a talented young ... writers to exaggerate and tell tall tales to entertain readers. Today it’s far more about presenting facts and informed opinions based on ...
Hemig: Introducing Mark Twain
The Mark Twain House ... presentation by author Neal Karlen, who was a friend of Prince. Karlen wrote a book about the pop music wunderkind, “This Thing Called Life: Prince’s Odyssey, On ...
Purple memories: Prince remembered by Mark Twain House
Perhaps Tirtsa Peleg’s most distinguishing feature is her eyes – friendly, but bright and intense. Sitting in the studio of her neat and quiet Ramat Beit Shemesh home, she reflects on her 40-year ...
Illustrator Tirtsa Peleg reflects on bringing children's stories to life
Ken Burns and his team have helped put American history in context through documentaries on topics ranging from the Civil War and Vietnam to jazz and baseball. Their latest takes on one of America’s ...
Ken Burns, Lynn Novick Create Perfect Hemingway Documentary
NEW YORK - Hal Holbrook, the award-winning character actor who toured the world for more than 50 years as Mark Twain in ... Holbrook would tour as Twain — with the writer’s familiar white ...
Hal Holbrook, prolific actor who played Mark Twain, dies at 95
Hemingway was not just “a writer who happened ... nature of his later life, Hemingway remains indelibly a son of Oak Park, Illinois, an heir of Mark Twain and Theodore Roosevelt, and a forebear ...
Hemingway’s American Life and Death
Brandi Carlile has worshipped Elton John all of her adult and adolescent life, so it’s fitting that as she started writing her memoir ... a rambunctious Mark Twain juvie grow up and a ...
Brandi Carlile Recounts a Life Spurred by Adventure, Advocacy and Virtuosity in ‘Broken Horses’: Book Review
Hal Holbrook, the Emmy and Tony award-winning actor best known for his portrayal of Mark Twain in his famous one-man-show, died on Jan. 23 at age 95. Holbrook’s personal assistant, Joyce Cohen ...
Hal Holbrook, acclaimed actor best known for his portrayal of Mark Twain, dead at 95
Mark Twain was alive ... His scheme was to devise his own corrective biography, ostensibly with Miller as authorized author, while behind the scenes Roth would, in effect, ghostwrite it with ...
Cynthia Ozick Calls the New Philip Roth Biography a ‘Narrative Masterwork’
From founding father and U.S. President Thomas Jefferson to celebrated humorist Mark Twain ... “A Writer,” which covers the years from 1899 to 1929, starts from Hemingway’s childhood in ...
Ken Burns and Lynn Novick’s ‘Hemingway’ Dissects Complicated Life and Myth of Iconic Writer: TV Review
My main target: The writer-adventurer ... places and to the life and work he chose. As the Burns documentary showed, Hemingway was the biggest literary superstar since Mark Twain.
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